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Abstract: The object of this article is to present the vacuum energy and the dark energy within the

framework of the theory of the dynamic medium of reference and to explain the phenomenal

difference between the two energies. The dynamic medium is made up of entities (called gravitons)

whose vectorial average of speed determines the speed of the flux of the medium at each point in

space. It is shown that inside the horizon of black holes (defined by the Schwarzschild radius), the

speed of flux is greater than the speed of light, which means that the gravitons themselves have a

higher speed to that of light. The quantum entanglement of two photons which propagate in two

opposite directions is due to a connection made by gravitons. It is therefore proposed that the

gravitons move at the speed VG � Runiverse

tPlanck
� 2.4� 1069 m/s, which makes it possible to guarantee

the entanglement of the two photons whatever their position in the Universe and the impossibility

to measure the time taken by the influence of a photon to arrive at its twin photon because it is

less than the Planck time tPlanck. The expression of the vacuum energy and that of the dark

energy within the framework of the theory of the dynamic medium of reference is established.

The two expressions Evacuum and Edark and the value of the speed of the most distant galaxies

Vgalaxy make it possible to calculate an approximate value of the speed of the gravitons

VG � Vgalaxy

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
Evacuum

Edark

q
� 2.8� 1069 m/s. This value of the speed of the graviton is very close to that

obtained by the quantum entanglement of two photons, which reinforces the existence of

nonmaterial entities going at these phenomenal speeds. VC 2021 Physics Essays Publication.

[http://dx.doi.org/10.4006/0836-1398-34.1.61]

R�esum�e: L’objet de cet article est de pr�esenter l’�energie du vide et l’�energie noire dans le cadre de

la th�eorie du milieu dynamique de r�ef�erence et d’expliquer l’�enorme diff�erence entre les deux

�energies. Le milieu dynamique est constitu�e d’entit�es (appel�es gravitons) dont la moyenne

vectorielle des vitesses d�etermine en chaque point de l’espace la vitesse des flux du milieu. Il est

montr�e qu’�a l’int�erieur de l’horizon des trous noirs (d�efini par le rayon de Schwarzschild) la vitesse

des flux est sup�erieure �a la vitesse de la lumière, ce qui entraine que les gravitons eux-mêmes pos-

sèdent une vitesse sup�erieure �a celle de la lumière. L’intrication quantique de deux photons qui se

propagent dans deux directions oppos�ees est due �a une connexion r�ealis�ee par les gravitons. Il est

donc propos�e que les gravitons se d�eplacent �a la vitesse VG � Runivers

tPlanck
�2.4.1069 m/s, ce qui permet

de garantir l’intrication des deux photons quelle que soit leur position dans l’Univers et

l’impossibilit�e de mesurer le temps mis par l’influence d’un photon pour arriver �a son photon

jumeau car il est inf�erieur au temps de Planck tPlanck. L’expression de l’�energie du vide et celle

de l’�energie noire dans le cadre de la th�eorie du milieu dynamique de r�ef�erence sont �etablies.

Les deux expressions Evide et Enoire et la valeur de la vitesse d’�eloignement des galaxies les

plus lointaines Vgalaxie permettent de calculer une valeur approximative de la vitesse des gravitons

VG � Vgalaxie

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
Evide

Enoire

q
� 2.8.1069 m/s. Cette valeur de la vitesse des gravitons est très proche de celle

obtenue grâce �a l’intrication quantique de deux photons, ce qui renforce l’existence d’entit�es non-

mat�erielles allant �a ces vitesses ph�enom�enales.
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I. PHENOMENAL DIFFERENCE BETWEEN VACUUM
ENERGY AND DARK ENERGY

Vacuum energy is an underlying energy which exists

everywhere in space, through the Universe.

A possible contribution to the vacuum energy is realized

by the virtual particles that are seen as couples of particles

which appear and annihilate in such a short time length

that they cannot be observed. They would act like that in

the whole Universe. Their behavior is codified in the

time-energy relationship of the Heisenberg’s uncertainty

principle.

The effects of the vacuum energy can be experimentally

observed in several phenomena and are supposed to influ-

ence the behavior of the Universe at the cosmological scale.

By using the superior limit of the cosmological con-

stant, the vacuum energy has been estimated to 1029 joules

by cube meter1–3 and it corresponds to the dark energy.

Although according to quantum electrodynamics and

stochastic electrodynamics, to be coherent with Lorentz’s

invariant principle and the order of magnitude of Planck’s

constant, it should have a value on the order of 10
113

joules

by cube meter.4,5

This huge divergence is called the “vacuum

catastrophe.”

II. PRESENTATION OF THE DYNAMIC MEDIUM OF
REFERENCE (DMR)

The theory of the dynamic medium of reference6 (DMR)

introduces a dynamic nonmaterial medium which is present

in the whole Universe.

The characteristics of this medium are as follows:

• This medium enables one to deduce a Preferred Frame of

Reference or rather a REFERENCE in the whole Universe

and at all scales.
• This REFERENCE enables one to obtain a privileged

time. The present moment is universal, that is to say the

same in the whole Universe.
• This medium is also the medium of propagation of light.
• This medium verifies the principle of reciprocal action:

� The medium is distorted by matter and energy like the

space-time of general relativity.

� The warping of this medium determines the trajectories

of the particles (material particles and light particles).

The presence of a massive body creates a flux in the medium

(centripetal that is to say directed toward the center of grav-

ity of the massive body) of speed,

Vflux ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2GM

r

r
; (1)

and acceleration,

cflux ¼
GM

r2
; (2)

where r refers to the distance to the center of gravity of the

massive body.

III. A POSSIBLE DESCRIPTION OF THE DYNAMIC
MEDIUM OF REFERENCE: THE GRAVITONS FIELD

This part gives a possible description of the dynamic

medium of reference: the gravitons field.

The theory of the dynamic medium of reference is based

on Le Sage theory, but it adds many deep changes and

evolutions.

Numerous scientists have studied Le Sage theory. Just to

mention a few of them are Newton, Huygens, Leibniz, Euler,

Laplace, Lord Kelvin, Maxwell, Lorentz, Hilbert, Darwin,

Poincar�e, and Feynman.

Henri Poincar�e has studied this theory and written a syn-

thesis in Science et M�ethode.7

Poincar�e sums up the principle of Le Sage theory as

follows:

“It is proper to establish a parallel between these

considerations and a theory proposed a long time

ago in order to explain the universal gravitation.

Let’s suppose that, in the interplanetary spaces,

very tiny particles move in all directions, with very

high speeds. A single body in the space will not be

affected, apparently, by the impact of these

corpuscles, since these impacts are equally divided

in all directions. But, if two bodies A and B are in

the space, the body B will play the role of a screen

and will intercept a part of these corpuscles which

would have hit A. Then, the impacts received by A

in the opposite direction of the one of B, will not

have compensation any longer, or will be

imperfectly compensated, and they will push A

toward B. Such is Le Sage theory.”

It is possible to demonstrate rather easily that the “push”

is inversely proportional to the square distance between the

two bodies (like the Newton law).

One can also demonstrate that if the corpuscles are very

tiny, the “push” is approximately proportional to the number

of nucleons and so the mass of the body and not the apparent

surface of the body.

Moreover, only a tiny fraction of corpuscles hits the

atoms of the body, which explains that the “push” (the gravi-

tational force) is so weak.

The main evolutions of the theory of the dynamic

medium of reference versus Le Sage theory are the following:

• One must not use the notion of impact with the corpuscles.
• One must consider that the corpuscles are nonmaterial

and constitute a medium.
• The total energy of an entity is the sum of its kinetic

energy of translation and of its kinetic energy of rotation

about itself.
• Fundamental law: conservation of the total energy of an

entity: the total energy of one entity remains constant,

Etotal ¼ Etranslation þ Erotation ¼ constant: (3)

Afterward I will call these entities as gravitons (but these

gravitons have nothing to do with the graviton of spin 2 of

quantum mechanics).
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If the total energy of the gravitons remains constant,

then the gravitons do not give energy to the atoms of the

Earth, and so they do not raise the temperature of the Earth.

It is postulated that the gravitons which interact with the

atoms of the Earth lose some of their kinetic energy of trans-

lation which turns into kinetic energy of rotation. The gravi-

tons which interact with the atoms of the Earth lose a part of

their translation speed and win some rotation speed.

So the Earth would be a huge “transformer” of

“standard gravitons” in “gravitons-spin.”

This physical phenomenon has no effect on the Earth (at

least not the elevation of temperature), but it has an effect on

the medium.

The medium undergoes a centripetal flux due to the pres-

ence of the Earth.

Indeed, let us consider a reference frame at the surface

of the Earth and an elementary volume linked to it.

If one measures the speed vectors of all the gravitons in

this elementary volume, the average of the speed vectors

gives a resulting speed vector which is centripetal

(because the gravitons-spin coming from the ground have a

smallest translation speed than the standard gravitons com-

ing from the sky).

One can demonstrate that the acceleration of the flux has

the following expression: cflux
��! ¼ � GM

r2 ur
! from which one

can deduce that the centripetal speed of the flux at a distance

r from the center of gravity of the Earth of mass M is equal

to (measured in a reference frame R linked to the Earth)

CG=R
��! ¼

XNG

i¼1

VG=R
��!

NG
¼ Vflux
��! ¼ � ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

2GM

r

r
ur
!: (4)

The demonstration of the link between the acceleration

and the speed of the flux is the following:

If we derivate the acceleration, we obtain

cflux ¼
dV

dt
¼ dV

dr

dr

dt
¼ dV

dr
:V ¼ 1

2

d

dr
V2ð Þ;

so we have V2
flux ¼

Ð r
þ1 2cfluxdr.

Using the expression cflux ¼ �ðGM=r2Þ, we obtain

V2
flux ¼ �

Ð r
þ1ð2GM=r2Þdr ¼ ½2GM=r�rþ1 ¼ 2GM=r.

Finally, we obtain the expression of the speed of the flux

as Vflux
��! ¼ � ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

ð2GM=rÞ
p

ur
!.

Remark: the speed of the flux is zero at an infinite dis-

tance of the massive body creating the gravitational field

(Vflux¼ 0 for r!þ1).

Definition of the Preferred Frame of Reference based

on the entities constituting the medium.

Let us consider a Galilean referential R (a laboratory)

and an elementary volume linked to this referential.

In this very small volume, imagine that we can count the

entities in it (gravitons) and we can also know the speed vec-

tor of each graviton, VG=R
��!

.

Knowing this, it is possible to compute the vectorial

average of the speed vectors of the gravitons, CG=R
��! ¼PNG

i¼1ðVG=R
��!Þ=NG.

This resultant vector means that, at the center of this

given elementary volume, the Preferred Frame of Reference

moves at the speed CG=R
��!

versus the referential R and that the

referential R (the laboratory) moves at the speed �CG=R
��!

ver-

sus the Preferred Frame of Reference (defined by the

medium), i.e., versus the medium.

Figure 1 shows the distortion of the gravitons field cre-

ated by the Earth.

The distortion of the gravitons field (the flux of the

medium):

• is generated by the presence of the matter of the Earth;
• is always centripetal, i.e., radial, oriented toward the center

of gravity of the Earth;
• is maximum at the surface of the Earth and decreases

when going away from the Earth;
• has a constant modulus on every sphere whose center is

the one of the Earth; and
• gives the impression to follow the Earth in its movement

(whatever its speed) because it remains identical to itself.

IV. SPEED OF THE GRAVITONS

A. Speed of the flux of the gravitons inside the horizon
of a black hole

In general relativity, a stationary black hole, without

rotation and without electric charge, is described by the

metric of Schwarzschild,1

ds2 ¼ 1� 2GM

c2
0r

� �
c2

0dt2 � 1� 2GM

c2
0r

� ��1

dr2

� r2d#2 � r2 sin2#:d/2: (5)

A black hole is bounded by the Schwarzschild radius

rS ¼ 2GM=c2
0 called the horizon of the black hole. Inside the

horizon, nothing can escape from the black hole, not even light.

In the theory of the Dynamic Medium of Reference

(DMR), a black hole generates a flux of centripetal gravitons

(radial and directed toward the center of the black hole)

whose speed has the following expression (Fig. 2):8

Vflux ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2GM

r

r
: (6)

Beyond the horizon of a black hole (r> rs) given by the

Schwarzschild radius rS ¼ 2GM=c2, the speed of the flux of

gravitons is lower than the speed of light.

However, inside the horizon of a black hole (r< rs), the

speed of the flux of gravitons is greater than the speed of

light.

Moreover, for a distance to the center of the black hole

much less than the Schwarzschild radius (r � rs), the speed

of the flux of gravitons is much greater than the speed of

light (Vflux� c).

For a distance r corresponding to the Planck length

LP ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
ðGh=ð2p:c3ÞÞ

p
¼ 1:616� 10�35 m, the speed of the

flux of gravitons is Vflux ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
ð2GM=LPÞ

p
¼ 2:87� 1012

ffiffiffiffiffi
M
p

.
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For a black hole of a solar mass (Ms¼ 2� 1030 kg), the

speed of the flux of gravitons is Vflux¼ 4� 1027 m/s.

Inside the horizon of a black hole is the only place in the

current Universe where the speed of the flux of gravitons is

greater than the speed of light.

This result is of primary importance.

The speed vector of the flux of gravitons at a point M in

space is given by the average of the speed vectors of all the

gravitons located in the elementary volume centered in M,

Vflux=R
���!ðMÞ ¼

XNG

i¼1

VG=R
��!

NG
; (7)

where R denotes any inertial reference frame and NG is the

number of gravitons contained in the elementary volume

centered in M.

If all the gravitons moved at the speed of light, the speed

of the flux would be less than or equal to the speed of light

(equality would be reached in the case where all the gravi-

tons in a given elementary volume would move in the same

direction).

A speed of the flux of gravitons much higher than the

speed of light, which is the case at a distance very close to

the center of a black hole (r� rs), implies that the speed of

the gravitons themselves is much higher than the speed of

light.

B. Entanglement of two particles

In The Ghost in the Atom,9 there is the following discus-

sion about the EPR experiment and locality (p. 39):

“If locality is abandoned, it is possible to re-create a

description of the microworld closely similar to that of the

everyday world, with objects having a concrete independent

existence in well-defined states and possessing complete sets

of physical attributes. No need for fuzziness now.FIG. 2. (Color online) Speed of the flux of gravitons.

FIG. 1. (Color online) Distortion of the gravitons field due to the Earth.
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The trade-off is, of course, that nonlocal effects bring

their own crop of difficulties; specifically, the ability for sig-

nals to travel backwards into the past. This would open the

way to all sorts of causal paradoxes.”

It is essential to be aware that all these difficulties are

only in Einstein’s vision, i.e., the special relativity (and

general relativity).

If one chooses the version of Lorentz and Poincar�e,

all these difficulties disappear.

In The Ghost in the Atom,9 Bell says about the EPR para-

dox (p. 48): “I would say, that the cheapest resolution is

something like going back to relativity as it was before Ein-

stein, when people like Lorentz and Poincar�e thought

that there was an aether - a preferred frame of reference

- but that our measuring instruments were distorted by

motion in such a way that we could not detect motion

through the aether. Now, in that way you can imagine that

there is a preferred frame of reference, and in this preferred

frame of reference things do go faster than light.”

In the same book,9 Bohm says about locality: “I would

be quite ready to relinquish locality; I think it is an arbi-

trary assumption.” and Basil Hiley says about nonlocality:

“If you have an absolute spacetime, or an absolute time, in

the background, then you do not get into causal loops. So,

the causal paradoxes will not arise.”

The entanglement of two particles (let us say two pho-

tons) could be realized by the proposed gravitons which

move much faster than light.

To determine the speed of gravitons, one reasoning is to

consider that the connection between two particles remains

even if the two particles are situated at two opposite extremi-

ties of our Universe and that our more accurate instruments

cannot detect a duration between the measurement of

the first particle and the measurement of the second particle,

i.e., the duration is smaller than the Planck time

tPlanck¼ 5.4� 10�44 s.

So we obtain the following speed for the gravitons and

the speed of gravitation:

VG �
Runiverse

tPlanck

which gives

VG � 13:7� 109 AL=5:4� 10�44 ¼ 2:4� 1069 m=s:

(8)

It is only in Einstein’s version (the theory of relativity)

that nothing can move faster than light.

V. VACUUM ENERGY ACCORDING TO THE THEORY
OF THE DYNAMIC MEDIUM OF REFERENCE

According to the theory of the dynamic medium of refer-

ence, the “true vacuum” or “perfect vacuum” does not exist.

The gravitons being everywhere in the Universe (and

even beyond the visible Universe), a given volume, even

intersidereal vacuum, still contains gravitons.

The gravitons constitute a field and form a medium.

The main characteristics of a graviton are its translation

speed VG
�!

and its rotation speed xG
�!.

The energy of a unique graviton would be

EG ¼ a:kVG
�!k2 þ b:kxG

�!k2; (9)

where a and b are two constants of proportionality.

Let us suppose that a cube meter of vacuum contains in

average NG gravitons.

The vacuum energy contained in one cube meter is sim-

ply given by the following expression:

Evacuum ¼ Emedium

¼
XNG

i¼1

EGðiÞ

¼
XNG

i¼1

a:kVG
�!k2 þ b:kxG

�!k2
� �

¼ NG:EG ¼ NG aV2
G þ bx2

G

� 	
; (10)

where EG is the average energy of a graviton, VG is the aver-

age translation speed of a graviton, and xG is the average

rotation speed of a graviton.

Remark: the chosen referential to measure the translation

speed of the gravitons has a negligible effect because it is

moving slower than the speed of light with regard to the Pre-

ferred Frame of Reference, and the speed of the gravitons is

at least 1060 times the speed of light.

A. Approximation of the vacuum energy

We assume that the standard gravitons of the gravitons

field of speed VG have a negligible energy of rotation com-

pared to their energy of translation.

We will show that it is the same for the gravitons-spin of

speed VGspin having interacted with the atoms of a massive

body.

The energy of a standard graviton is

E1 � aV2
G ¼ E1T : (11)

The energy of a graviton-spin is

E2 ¼ aV2
Gspin þ bx2

Gspin ¼ E2T þ E2R: (12)

The gravitons always keep the same energy, and so we

have E1 ¼ E2, which gives

E2R ¼ E1T � E2T

¼ a V2
G � V2

Gspin

� �
¼ aV2

G 1� VGspin

VG

� �2
" #

¼ aV2
G 1� 1� DVG

VG

� �2
" #

: (13)

In a future article, it will be shown that DVG ¼
VG � VGspin is negligible with regard to VG.
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So we have E2R ¼ E1T � E2T � 2aVG:DVG, whence

E2R

E1T
� 2

DVG

VG
: (14)

So we have E2R� E1T and

E2 � E1 ¼ aV2
G: (15)

So the energy of rotation of a graviton-spin remains neg-

ligible compared to its energy of translation.

So a good approximation of the vacuum energy is

Evacuum � NGaV2
G: (16)

VI. DARK ENERGY ACCORDING TO THE THEORY OF
THE DYNAMIC MEDIUM OF REFERENCE

Within the theory of the dynamic medium of reference,

the far galaxies are carried along by the medium (the gravi-

tons field) and the speed of the galaxies corresponds to the

average speed of the moving medium seen by an observer on

the Earth which is given by the following formula:

CG=Earth

����! ¼
PNG

i¼1

VG=Earth
����!
NG

: (17)

The dark energy would correspond to the dragging

energy of the gravitons contained in the medium.

Thus, the dark energy corresponding to one cube meter

of medium, containing NG gravitons, would be given by the

following formula:

Edark ¼ ECC ¼ NG:a:kCG=Earth

����!k2: (18)

This energy is also called ECC because it corresponds to

the energy due to the cosmological constant of the general

relativity properly interpreted and assessed.

To determine the value of kCG=Earth
����!k, we have to use

Hubble’s law1,2 V ¼ H:D, which brings in the famous Hub-

ble’s constant H.

The current observations approximately match toward a

value around 70 (km/s)/Mpc. This means that a galaxy

located at 1 Mpc (about 3.26� 106 light years) from the

observer is going away by the fact of the expansion of the

Universe (and thus without taking into account the proper

movement of the object, negligible at very high distances)

with a speed of 70 km/s.

The Planck mission10 allowed to calculate Hubble’s con-

stant, which is a recession speed of 67.8 km/s and per mega

parsec.

A galaxy located at Dgalaxy¼ 13.7� 109 light years

(4200 Mpc) is going away at a speed of

Vgalaxy ¼ H:D ¼ 67:8� 4200 ¼ 284 760 km=s:

This speed is very close to the speed of light, so it is pos-

sible to make the following approximation:

kCG=Earth

����!k � Vgalaxy � c: (19)

VII. COMPARISON BETWEEN VACUUM ENERGY AND
DARK ENERGY

Taking the ratio between the vacuum energy and the

dark energy, we find the following important relation:

Evacuum

Edark

¼ aV2
G þ bx2

G

akCG=Earth

����!k2
¼ VG

CG

� �2

þ b
a

xG

CG

� �2

: (20)

Taking into account the approximation of the vacuum

energy in Sec. V, we obtain

Evacuum

Edark

� VG

CG

� �2

: (21)

This can provide us an estimation of the average speed

of the gravitons using the approximation CG � Vgalaxy,

VG ¼ CG

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
Evacuum

Edark

r
� Vgalaxy

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
Evacuum

Edark

r
: (22)

The calculation gives

VG � 2:8� 108

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
10113

10�9

s
� 2:8� 1069 m=s: (23)

In Sec. IV B, we have showed that

VG �
Runiverse

tPlanck

� 2:4� 1069 m=s:

The two values of the speed of the gravitons obtained

with two totally different formulae are in good

agreement.

Remark: it is possible to determine the product NG.a
between the number of gravitons contained in one cube

meter “of vacuum” and the constant of proportionality a,

NG:a �
Evacuum

V2
G

� Edark

C2
G

� 10�9

ð2:8� 108Þ2
� 10�26 J m�2 s2:

(24)

VIII. ANALOGY WITH A VOLUME OF AIR

We consider a volume of air and we suppose that this

volume is pushed by a wind of speed CW.

It is possible to consider two types of energy associated

with this volume of air:

• the “group energy” of the volume of air,
• the energy of all the molecules composing the volume of

air.

A. “Group energy” of the volume of air (analogy with
dark energy)

The “group energy” of the volume of air is given by the

following formula:
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EG ¼
1

2
M:C2

W ¼
1

2
N:m:C2

W : (25)

CW represents the speed of the overall movement of the

volume of air which is equal to the speed of the wind.

M represents the mass of the volume of air which is

equal to N times the mass m of a molecule of air where N
represents the number of molecules of air contained in the

volume.

B. Energy of all the molecules contained in the volume
of air (analogy with the vacuum energy)

The energy of the N molecules of mass m contained in

the volume of air is given by the following formula:

Etotal ¼
1

2
N:m:u2: (26)

u is the root-mean-square speed for which the kinetic theory

of gases gives the following expression:

u ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
hv2i

p
¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
3

kB:T

m

r
: (27)

At ambient temperature (around 300 K), this speed can

reach several thousands of meters per second and is much

greater than the “group speed” of the volume of air.

Here again, the ratio between the two energies is equal

to the square of the ratio of the two speeds,

Etotal

EG
¼ u

CW

� �2

: (28)

IX. CONCLUSION

The theory of the dynamic medium of reference allows

raising the mystery about the huge divergence between the

vacuum energy and the dark energy called the “vacuum

catastrophe.”

From a physical point of view, the difference between

vacuum energy and dark energy is as follows:

• The vacuum energy is the energy of the gravitons of the

gravitons field.
• The dark energy is the energy of the flux of the medium

on a very large scale, that of the Universe.

From a mathematical point of view the enormous differ-

ence between vacuum energy and dark energy can be

explained by the following two formulas:

• Evacuum � NGaV2
G � a:NGV2

G � a
XNG

1

kVG
�!k2; (29)

• Edark ¼ NGakCG
�!k2 ¼ aNG

XNG

1
VG
�!

NG
















2

¼ a

XNG

1
VG
�!


 


2

NG
: (30)

If all the gravitons were going in the same direction, it is

easy to verify that the two energies would be equal. As gravi-

tons move in all possible directions and NG and VG are very

large, the term
PNG

1 kVG
�!k2

is much greater than the term

k
PNG

1 VG
�!k2

and, therefore, the vacuum energy is much

greater than the dark energy.

Knowing the values of the vacuum energy and of the

dark energy makes it possible to deduce the speed of the

gravitons by the formula VG ¼ CG

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
ðEvacuum=EdarkÞ

p
�

Vgalaxy

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
ðEvacuum=EdarkÞ

p
which is in good agreement with the

value obtained by the formula VG � Runiverse=tPlanck.

Finally, about the acceleration of the galaxies moving

away which corresponds to the accelerating expansion of the

universe, this one is well understood within the frame of the

theory of the dynamic medium of reference because it is not

due to a new force or repulsive energy but it is due to the

same physical phenomenon which implies that matter is

dragged by the gravitons field, the “dragging speed” being

the vectorial average of the speed vectors of the gravitons

coming from all the directions comprising from the outside

of the visible Universe.

It seems quite natural that the fundamental average vec-

tor CG
�! ¼PNG

i¼1ðVG
�!Þ=NG, where the contribution of all the

gravitons counterbalance may vary along the time and the

expansion of the Universe.
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